September 2017 Acquisitions List

Geomorphology. Landforms. Terrain

Essential elements of coastal science for lawyers
GB451.2.E87 2001

Shore erosion: what to do
GB459.5.G7 S56 1980

Lakes. Limnology. Ponds. Lagoons

Nonpoint finance project: final report
GB1627.G8 N6

Position paper in reference to: the Great Lakes water level crisis: opportunities for lake level regulation and management
GB1627.G8 P67 1987

Ball games: Baseball, football, golf, etc.

Fail better: why baseball matters
Mark Kingwell
GV867.6.K56 2017

Crisis management. Emergency management.

Chief crisis officer: structure and leadership for effective communications response
James F. Haggerty
HD49.H34 2017

The family: Family Size

About abortion: terminating pregnancy in twenty-first-century America
Carol Sanger
HQ767.15.S26 2017

Criminology: Crimes and Offenses

Paradise lost [videorecording]: the child murders at Robin Hood Hills
HBO Original production; directed by Joe Berlinger and Bruce Sinofsky
HV6534.W47 P37 2005

Political rights. Practical politics: Suffrage

Ballot blocked: the political erosion of the Voting Rights Act
Jesse H. Rhodes
JK1846.R46 2017

Criminal law and procedure: Criminal Law

A tragic fate: law and ethics in the battle over Nazi-looted art
Nicholas M. O'Donnell
K5219.O36 2017
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**Law of Canada**

*Fundamentals of franchising, Canada*
Peter V. Snell and Larry Weinberg, editors
KE1973 .F86 2017

**Legal Education**

*Introduction to the study and practice of law in a nutshell*
Kenney F. Hegland, James E. Rogers Professor of Law, Emeritus University of Arizona
KF273 .H4 2017

**The Legal Profession. Practice of Law. Bar Associations**

*The corporate counsel survival guide*
William E. Kruse
KF299.15 K78 2017

*Her story: lessons in success from lawyers who live it*
Teresa Marie Beck, Jaqueline Meccchella Bushwack, Shayna Michele Steinfeld, editors
KF299.W6 H47 2017

*Solo lawyer by design: a plan for success in any practice*
Gary P. Bauer
KF300.5 .B38 2017

*Bar exam MPT preparation & experiential learning for law students: interactive performance test training*
Sara J. Berman
KF303 .B448 2017

*Ethics and environmental practice: a lawyer's guide*
Irma S. Russell, Vicki J. Wright, editors
KF306 .E84 2017

*Legal malpractice insurance in one hour for lawyers*
JoAnn Hathaway
KF313 .H38 2017

*LinkedIn marketing techniques for law and professional practices*
Marc W. Halpert
KF316.5 .H35 2017

*Death of a law firm: staying strong in the global legal market*
Jaap Bosman with Lisa Hakanson
KF318 .B67 2017

*Effectively staffing your law firm*
Jennifer J. Rose, editor
KF318 .E33 2017

*Lawyers as managers: how to be a champion for your firm and employees*
Andrew Elowitt and Marcia Watson Wasserman
KF318 .E46 2017
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Relationship of Law to other disciplines

Enhancing justice: reducing bias
Sarah E. Redfield, editor
KF384 .E446 2017

Works on diverse legal aspects of a particular subject and falling within several branches of Law

Legal ethics and social media: a practitioner's handbook
Jan L. Jacobowitz and John G. Browning
KF390.5.C6 J33 2017

Contracts

Contracts: examples & explanations
Brian A. Blum (Jeffrey Bain Faculty Scholar and Professor of Law, Lewis & Clark Law School)
KF801 .B58 2017

Banks and Banking

The keys to banking law: a handbook for lawyers
Karol K. Sparks
KF974 .S66 2017

Marketing of Securities. Stock Exchange Transactions

Insider trading law and developments
Carl H. Loewenson Jr., Ruti Smithline, editors
KF1073.1S15 1576 2017

Insurance

Leveraging life insurance premium payments: using split-dollar and related party premium financing techniques
Lawrence Brody and Donald O. Jansen
KF1175 .B76 2017

No-fault insurance anti-fraud litigation: a practitioner's guide
Max Gershenoff and Barry I. Levy
KF1219.5 .G47 2017

Insolvency and Bankruptcy

Reorganizing failing businesses: a comprehensive review and analysis of financial restructuring and business reorganization
editors, Megan M. Adeyemo, Rafael X. Zahralddin-Aravena; Business Bankruptcy Committee
KF1544 .R463 2017

Monopolies. Antitrust Laws

Proving antitrust damages: legal and economic issues
KF1649 .P76 2017
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Carriage of passengers and goods

Commercial drone law: digest of U.S. and global UAS rules, policies, and practices
Timothy M. Ravich
KF2406 .R39 2017

Unfair Competition

The Economic Espionage Act: a practitioner's handbook
Paul F. Enzinna
KF3197.A3281996 E59 2017

Labor Law. Protection of Labor. Labor Hygiene and Safety

The Supreme Court's new workplace: procedural rulings and substantive worker rights in the United States
Joseph A. Seiner
KF3464 .S457 2017

Medical Legislation

Physician law: evolving trends & hot topics 2017
Wes Cleveland, editor
KF3821 .P478 2017

What is ... mHealth?
edited by Covington & Burling, LLP
KF3826.T45 B76 2017

Human Reproductive Technology

Developing a successful assisted reproduction technology law practice
Richard B. Vaughn & Stephanie M. Brinkley
KF3830 .V38 2017

Public Safety

New TSCA: a guide to the Lautenberg Chemical Safety Act and its implementation
Lynn L. Bergeson, Charles M. Auer, editors
KF3958 .N49 2017

Constitutional Law

Constitutional law: national power and federalism
Christopher N. May, Allan Ides, Simona Grossi
KF4550 .M29 2016

Civics flash cards for the naturalization test [flash card]
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
KF4819.85 .C58 2012
KF4819.85 .C58 2016
KF4819.85 .C58 2017

Tarjetas de educación cívica para el examen de naturalización [flash card]
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
KF4819.85 .C5818 2012
KF4819.85 .C5818 2016
KF4819.85 .C5818 2017
Naturalization preparation materials [electronic resource]

Taxation

A practitioner's guide to tax evidence: a primer on the Federal Rules of Evidence as applied by the Tax Court
by Joni Larson

Civil Procedure

Litigating the aviation case
Andrew J. Harakas, editor

Evidence

Electronic evidence for family law attorneys
Timothy J. Conlon and Aaron Hughes

The attorney-client privilege and the work-product doctrine
Edna Selan Epstein

Product liability
editors, Tina Schaefer, Laura Whitmore, Jana Wozniak

California

Legal research in California
John K. Hanft

Kentucky

Kentucky legal research
William A. Hilyerd, Kurt X. Metzmeier, David J. Ensign

Michigan

Michigan legal research
Cristina D. Lockwood and Pamela Lysaght

New York

Gibson's New York legal research guide
William H. Manz
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Texas

Texas legal research
Spencer L. Simons
KFT1275 .S56 2016

European Law

European Union law including Brexit in a nutshell
Ralph H. Folsom (professor of law, University of San Diego)
KJE949 .F644 2017

Motion Pictures

John Grisham's The rainmaker [videorecording]
Constellation Films presents ; directed by Francis Ford Coppola ; screen play by Francis Ford Coppola ; narration by Michael Herr ; produced by Michael Douglas, Steven Reuther, Fred Fuchs ; a Douglas/Reuther production in association with American Zoetrope

Anatomy of a murder [videorecording]
Columbia ; screenplay, Wendell Mayes ; produced and directed by Otto Preminger

Environmental technology. Sanitary engineering

The national water crisis: a Great Lakes response
TD223 .N3 2001